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What is the Smart Joint? 

TechStar’s ‘Smart Joint’ is a Modular Expansion Joint that uses a 
Wireless Monitoring System to transmit important data from the 
installed joint to the internet.  

The Smart Joint helps monitor the health of the structure to 
make sure the Expansion Joint is working according to the design 
and specifications that is required. 

All the data can be monitored at the convenience of your home 
or office computer via the World Wide Web.  Information/data 
such as the load force while traffic passes over the Expansion 
Joint, the displacement between edge beams, and for Expansion 
Joints using Swivel Joint technology the amount of transverse 
movement can be monitored. 

 

Like a patient in a hospital, the bridge’s vital organs are now able 
to be monitored 24/7, over the entire lifetime of the bridge. 

How Does it Work? 

 
 

 

 

 

How is it Powered? 

The advantage of TechStar’s Smart Joint 
System is in its Solar Powered Renewable 
Energy Source.  Using Solar Panels to 
Power the On-Site Computer (aka Gateway 
System), the Smart Joint is powered by the 
sun’s rays and does not require any battery 
change or maintenance once installed. 

This is a major help depending on the 
location of the bridge, where the Smart 
Joint might not be accessible once 
installed. 
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What Data is Measured? 
Load Force Measurement

 
The Load Sensor allows us to precisely measure the Vertical load force 

of the Expansion Joint as traffic drives across the bridge.  
Displacement Measurement 

 
The Displacement Sensor allows us to precisely measure the length of 

displacement between the Edge Beams or Center Beams. 

Swivel Measurement 

 
The Swivel Sensor allows us to precisely measure the amount of 

transverse movement that occurs during seismic activity within the 
trumpeted support boxes. 

  

 

 

 

Warning Alert System 

If any of the Smart Joint Sensors collect 
data that is dangerous to the structure 
and the people driving on it, an alarm 
system helps notify the proper 
authorities.  

 Once a measurement exceeds the 
designated Safety Margin, an email is 
sent to those monitoring the Bridge, so 
proper action can be taken.  Such as 
closing the bridge for repairs.  

 

 

 

 



                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAQ’s 

Where can TechStar’s Smart Joints be Installed? 

-The Smart Joint can be installed onto newly installed or 

existing Expansion Joints everywhere in the world. 

Are there any Monitored Expansion Joints installed 

currently? 

-Yes, there are Expansion joints being monitored today.  

Recently, Smart Joint Technology has been installed in the 

USA and South Korea. 

Can ‘Build Smart’ Technology only be applied for 

Expansion Joints? 

-No, Every TechStar Bridge component can become a 

‘Smart’ Component.  We can monitor the deflection and 

acceleration of wind on our Cable System.  We can monitor 

the Displacement of the Piston Rod in our Shock 

Transmission Units, and we can monitor the Load of our 

Bearing Systems. 

Why do Bridges need to be ‘Built Smart’? 

-The health of a bridge is very important to the Owner of 

the Bridge, the contractor who built the bridge, and the 

suppliers who helped.  Life Expectancy is only something 

people say, and usually the number of years is arbitrary. 

When you use ‘Build Smart’ Technology, you are able to see 

how the Bridge’s performance is doing over the duration of 

its life.  Smart Bridges help us build better Bridges for the 

21st Century. 

 

 

For More Information, Contact: 

TechStar Inc. 
1219 West Main Cross 

Findlay, OH 45840 
 

Tel:  001 (419) 424-0888 
Fax:  001 (419) 424-5959 

Email: steve@techstar-inc.com 
www.techstar-inc.com 
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